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This book gives the most up-to-date picture of the topicâ€•XML support in the most modern web

browsers, creating XML-driven applications using the most versions of web standards and

server-side languages, including CSS 2.1/3, DOM, XSLT and XPath 2, PHP 5, ASP.NET 2, and

many more. The book shows that you can give the reader all they need to know to hit the ground

running, without making them trawl through hundreds of pages of syntax. The book also provides an

introduction to Ajax-style programming, which is an essential topic for modern web developers to

understand. XML is core to Ajax, so an understanding of it is essential when learning how to

program Ajax functionality. This book therefore provides a great stepping stone for readers wishing

to take this path.
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The book is an excellent introduction into XML, what in today's world of distributed, multi-platform

applications development, is an unavoidable and critical technology. An essential amount of

foundation is provided on the basics of XML and XHTML (DTDs schema, structuring rules, web

vocabularies, etc.), it also delves into CSS, DOM scripting, remoting via XMLHTTP for AJAX

interfaces, server-side XML in ASP.NET 2.0 and PHP, and using XML in Flash applications. Each

chapter has a good amount of web-based resources to check out. Even experienced developers will

find something useful in this book.Author Sas Jacobs features a great discussion about using some



of the lesser-known niche features of CSS with XML, and provides healthy, practical examples you

can replicate or download and instantly implement in your own web projects.My favorite chapter,

and the one I've broke the spine on for my own copy, is Chapter 7 - "Advanced Client-Side XSLT

Techniques". There you'll find the necessary information for building sophisticated (if not universally

supported by all browsers) web UIs through integrated transformations. This includes demonstrating

how to use extension functions/objects, generating JavaScript through XSLT, and dynamic

client-side sorting. Most of these are MSIE-dependent, but the chapter also takes into consideration

proper testing for graceful degradation in Firefox, Mozilla, Safari, etc. For similar reasons, I likewise

got a lot out of the "DOM Scripting" discussion.In criticism, I would have liked the chapter on XSLT -

in my opinion the section most people reading this book will need the most - to be longer. It's rather

rudimentary even and doesn't cover some of the more time-saving features of XSLT.

I am a beginning web designer as i was assigned by the church i work at to pick up books and learn

how to make a website. I bought this book after deciding to follow through a roadmap series,

provided by apress publishers, that i found on the back of Beginning CSS Web Development, which

by the way is a great book for those wanting to learn CSS and enjoy doing so. Simon Collison is

very entertaining and knows how to properly instruct and teach you in the arts of CSS web

development.Maybe i should have read Sas Jacobs Beginning XML with DOM and Ajax before

reading Simon Collison because after reading Simon's book first i was very disappointed in Sas

Jacobs way of teaching XML. This book is full of theory which isn't necesarily a bad thing, but it also

shoots code out there and half the time there is no explanation as to where it came from. XML isn't

applied very well to web development in this book so if you are looking for ways to tie XML into web

design don't expect much out of this book.I guess what i'm trying to say is that this book isn't going

to get you going asap into utilizing XML in your dreamweaver program or Flash CS3. I would like to

compare this book as a very borring Junior level college lecture class. the kind of class that forces

you to go out and learn stuff on your own.The book impliments different coding techniques and

languages to impliment with XML such as CSS and XSLT and Javascript. There is a whole chapter

on CSS which isn't bad but i had also already read a book on CSS so i was ready to go, but the

XSLT chapters were quite dreadful. I had no clue what was going on or how to properly form an

XSLT stylesheet. Its something that i'll have to look at on my own from other sources.
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